


THE ICON. RE-IMAGINED.



Evolution has always been part of the blueprint for the iCandy 
brand. Forever innovating, constantly shattering industry 

barriers; the mission statement has always been  
clear - accurately develop the definitive luxury pushchair.  
After an extensive and considered design process, the  

iCandy Peach arrived in 2009, looking and feeling unlike 
anything else on the market. With each passing generation, 

the latest model must always echo the same instantly 
recognisable iCandy DNA of the Peach pushchair legacy.  

However, it must also build upon its predecessor’s  

success, further challenge industry stereotypes and  
re-define the idea of a luxury single to double pushchair.  
The Peach continues to evolve as iCandy’s flagship model 

and has cemented its position as the choice for many  
A-list celebrities. The new Peach has been meticulously 
crafted, with everything parents love about the existing 

range infused with even more style, functionality and creative 
ingenuity. Inspired by feedback from around the world,  

the new Peach features over 60 modifications and is truly;  
The Icon. Re-imagined.



Simply upgrading the aesthetics of an iCandy pushchair is never an option, 
every generation has to offer innovation, and provide game-changing 
functionality. No stone has been left unturned in a quest to deliver parents  
the definitive luxury parenting experience.

New positioned side brake for easy access (1)
Modernised neutral colour palette
Choice of three chassis metal finishes (2)
Choice of four fabric colour ways (3)
Customisable fabric to chassis combinations
‘Interactive Mode’ in double mode
Auto fold lock
Larger seat unit across 6 key points (4)
Larger carrycot across 3 key points
Re-enforced to hold 2 same sized seat units
Re-enforced to hold 2 same sized carrycots
Overall smoother finish with hidden rivets (5)
Compatible Interactive seating mode in  
world facing mode
Compatible Interactive seating mode in  
parent facing mode
New and improved elevator design (6)
Easy-access side-release elevator buttons
4 recline positions on seat unit (7)
Accent zips in a range of pop colours
Extendable Hood capabilities (8)
Smart-vent hood flap for climate control
Easy access to adjust harness straps
Added comfort pads to harness (9)
Easy access secondary back seat pocket (10)
Soft-touch harness binding
Non slip harness technology
Added harness extenders on seat unit
Four position adjustable harness straps
Colour-matched buckle point (11)
Improved calf support on seat unit
Adjustable foot rest (12)

Easy access with new swivel bumper bar (13)
Improved comfort and protection
Easy-wipe finish to foot rest areas
Deeper and larger carrycot
New smart fabrics with added SPF 50 (14)
Contrasting interior and exterior fabrics
‘Cut and Sew’ design feature
Sewn finishes in accented pops of colour
Improved fabrications
New peak-a-boo hood extension
Hidden magnets woven into the core hood (15)
SPF50 hood fabric to protect baby
New foam filling technology in seat unit
Colour matched carrycot fabrics
Quilted carrycot apron for added comfort
‘Zip in Zip out’ carrycot apron
Carrycot super-soft fleece lining
‘Zip in Zip Out’ Interchangeable fabrics (16)
Leatherette zip pulls
New iCandy tab badges
Organic cotton mattress with cover protector
Matching colour way basket (17)
Larger and deeper basket (18)
Easy removable basket 
Basket bag compatible
Improved basket access (19)
Stronger and more versatile basket fabric
Reinforced basket-to-chassis webbing (20)
Footmuff and seat liner combined to create the 
versatile ‘duo-pod’
Access to duo pod with magnet technology
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EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION



Why use a carrycot? 
Newborns need to lay flat until they are able to support the weight of their  
own head, roughly around the age of 6 months. The safest way to ensure a  
safe lay flat position is to transport your baby in a carrycot. 

•  A carrycot will aid spinal development, allowing your baby’s airways  
   to open fully. 
•  Attaching your car seat to your pushchair is convenient for a short period  
   of time, but if you are out for over 2 hours your baby should be lying flat  
   in a carrycot. 
•  iCandy carrycots are also perfect for stays away from home and have always  
   been safe for permanent overnight sleeping.

When to use a car seat
If you have your baby in hospital or a birth centre, you will need a car seat to  
drive your newborn home safely. The new Peach is a fully integrated travel  
system, allowing your baby’s first journey to be a comfortable and moreover,  
a safe and secure one. 

•  Car seat adaptors allow you to add an infant carrier car seat to the frame  
   of your pushchair.
•  Go straight from car to pushchair without disturbing your child.
•  The main car seat adaptors are included with the iCandy Peach.
•  The iCandy Peach is compatible with a wide range of car seats, a full  
    compatibility list can be seen online. 

BABIES FIRST JOURNEY

When to use a seat unit?
Once your baby can hold the weight of its own head (approximately at 6 months)  
they are ready to explore the world with greater visibility and interaction. This is  
the time to introduce the seat unit to your growing, inquisitive child.

•  Seat Unit holds a class leading 25kg.
•  A longer and deeper sitting space provides greater protection and caters  
   for babies of all sizes and weights.
•  Luxury quilted fabric lines the seat liner, plus a super-soft harness binding 
   and non-slip harness technology ensure your baby is always protected  
   but within an exceptionally soft and comfortable environment.





PEACH PARENT PROFILE

Name: Alex Gregory MBE 

Occupation: Olympic Rower 

iCandy Style: Satin Indigo  

Alex Gregory lives with his family 
in the countryside. As a British 
Olympic rower, he is a member 
and former Captain of the 
acclaimed Leander Club in 
Henley-on-Thames. 

Furthermore, Alex frequently uses 
his iCandy Peach pushchair for 
countryside walks with his family 
and needs a stroller which can  
deal with both the rigours of his 
outdoors lifestyle, and busy 
urban environments. 

Alex is a committed family man, 
and the Peach is the perfect 
complement to his lifestyle  
young family thanks to its effortless 
manoeuvrability, unrivalled 
suspension, and elegant class. 

To take inspiration from  
Alex Gregory and replicate  
his iCandy Style, please visit  
John Lewis, as this is a colour and 
frame combination exclusive  
to the world renowned retailer.
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• Suitable for permanent overnight sleeping 
• Suitable from birth to 9kg
• Luxury soft-touch fleece lining
• Colour-matched to your Peach, with added comfort for baby through quilted 

fabric and spacious construction
• Innovative 'zip in, zip out' design enables you to switch from carrycot to seat 

unit fabrics, using the same frame, saving valuable storage space
• Due to iCandy's innovative elevators you can raise the carrycot to a higher 

position, aiding further interaction with baby
• Rain cover included 

• Seat unit holds a class leading 25kg*

• One-hand seat recliner with four recline positions
• Choice of parent or world facing seat unit
• Adjustable foot rest for ultimate comfort
• iCandy’s signature one-touch, five-point buckle
• A longer and deeper sitting space providing greater protection plus caters

for babies of all sizes and weights
• Seat unit easily adapts to the growth of your baby
• Luxury quilted fabric lines the seat liner, plus a super-soft harness binding and

non-slip harness technology ensure your baby is always protected but within
an exceptionally soft and comfortable environment

From birth to 9kg Suitable up to 25kg
CARRYCOT SEAT UNIT





Elevator Adaptors*

iCandy have created unique elevators that allow the single seat or carrycot to 
be positioned higher and closer, providing further interaction between the 
parent and child. 

Understanding the needs of the modern day parent, the elevators can also be 
used in world-facing mode to bring the child closer to the table when out and 
about in restaurants, cafes or even at home.

Carrystrap (1)
The adjustable carrystrap is a patented  
part of the iCandy Peach that considerably 
enhances functionality. The carrystrap  
simply frees up both hands when  
carrystrap is placed over shoulder.

Extra large 44 litre basket
Holds up to 10kg in weight.

Compact, freestanding fold
One of the most compact folds in  
its class for a single to double. 

Car seat
Converts to a full travel system with  
car seat adaptors.

Seat unit (2)
Spacious seat with easy-adjust harness to 
accommodate up to 25kg in weight  
in single mode.

Customisation 
With four fabric colours and three chassis 
finishes, iCandy are proud to offer parents  
the ability to customise their own pushchair.

Clever canopy (3)
An extendable SPF50 hood with fold out
sun visor and Aeromesh ventilation panel
ensure comfort and protection.

Carrycot
Large carrycot which is safe for permanent 
overnight sleeping with a luxury fleece lining.

Storage pocket (4)
Easy access to essentials with zipped  
storage on the back of the seat unit.

One-hand fold mechanism with auto-lock
Effortless to push and fold, with an  
automatic fold lock, freestanding chassis.* 1
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Seat without Elevators

Seat with Elevators
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Innovative design





PEACH PARENT PROFILE

Name: Caroline Watson 

Occupation: Celebrity Stylist  

iCandy Style: Chrome Damson

The iCandy Peach is always an attractive 
proposition for those parents wanting 
the very best of British design. iCandy’s 
team of British designers travel the 
world to evaluate the latest trends and 
incorporate these ideals into pushchair 
design. Caroline Watson, a new mum 
and stylist to numerous celebrities 
including Zayn Malik, Rochelle Humes, 
and Bruno Mars, is an iCandy parent who 
is using the Peach pushchair. Caroline’s 
interest in fashion has seen her favour 
the Peach pushchair with a Damson 
fabric on the classic chrome frame.

As a high profile celebrity stylist Caroline 
requires a pushchair which reflects her 
keen interest in fashion and mirrors 
her personal sense of style. Caroline 
wants the best for her baby, but she 
also needs to ensure that her pushchair 
reflects the fact that she is a highly 
respected celebrity stylist. The iCandy 
Peach is the perfect reflection of 
Caroline’s personal lifestyle and  
chosen career path. 

Caroline’s interest in fashion hasn’t 
diminished because of having a baby, 
nor will it affect her status as a stylist,  
the Peach is an extension of her very 
own style values.  



In an iCandy first, parents will now be able to create their dream fabric and 
frame combinations from the options available. Parents can create their own 
bespoke iCandy by selecting their favourite chassis colour, along with their 
preferred fabric choice, lending an element of customisation to the process  
of selecting a pushchair. 
 
The Peach will be available in four distinctive colourways and three chassis 
options with black leatherette detailing. In order to create your very own  
iCandy Style, please visit your local iCandy stockist or visit icandyworld.com  
via the ‘Visualizer‘ online.

SATIN CHASSIS
Beluga is a sleek black, timeless offering.  
Highlighted with a turquoise pop through the zip 
detail adding an elegant yet vibrant twist to a classic.

A deep plum shade, the Damson complements the 
white interior of the seat unit, a real fashion statement.

A traditional British navy blue, the canopy is accented 
by the soft grey interior of the seat unit.

BELUGA

CHOOSE YOUR CHASSIS

CHOOSE YOUR FABRIC

DAMSON

DOVE GREY

INDIGO

A neutral offering, Dove Grey is a light grey which 
features a subtle burst of turquoise throughout the 
detailing of the canopy.

Beluga Damson Dove Grey Indigo

Damson Dove Grey Indigo

PHANTOM CHASSIS

Beluga

Beluga Damson Dove Grey Indigo

CHROME CHASSIS

Satin Chassis

Phantom Chassis

Chrome Chassis

Chassis & fabric options
MY iCANDY STYLE



Comes complete with carrycot

Adjustable seat and calf rest

World facing seat unit

Freestanding, auto lock fold

Car seat compatible

Adjustable handlebar height

Elevators to bring seat unit higher Adjustable SPF50 hoodParent facing seat unit

•  Suitable from birth (with carrycot) up to 25kg (15kg on elevators)

•  Converts from single to double pushchair (using optional converter kit)

•  Converts to full travel system with included car seat adaptors
•  Unique parent facing ‘Interactive Mode’ when converted to double pushchair
•  Spacious 44 litre basket to hold up to 10kg in weight
•  Compact, freestanding, one-handed fold
•  Carry strap helps parents carry the pushchair with ease
•  Auto chassis lock
•  One-handed seat recline with four positions
•  Carrycot with luxury fleece lining, suitable for permanent overnight sleeping
•  Adjustable, multi function SPF 50 canopy, with a multi position mesh  
    ventilation window
•  Puncture proof, ultra smooth-rolling PU tyres
•  Elevators increase seat unit height to aid interaction with baby
•  Leatherette handlebar, with matching leatherette swivel bumper bar
•  Adjustable calf rest for ultimate comfort
•  Parent and world facing modes
•  Handy storage pockets on the back of the seat unit
•  Customisable with the choice of 4 fabric and 3 chassis colour options
•  4 adjustable handlebar heights
•  Full travel system requirements included in the package  
    (Carrycot, seat unit and car seat adaptors) 

Weight                                                                                                                        
12.48kg (Chassis, wheels and seat)    7.38kg (Lightest liftable)

Dimensions                                                                                                              
70cm x 61cm x 29cm (Folded)    70cm x 61cm x 95-105cm (Unfolded)           

What’s in the box
Chassis, carrycot fabric, seat unit fabric, carrycot / seat unit frame, canopy,  
carrycot apron, liner and mattress, shopping basket, harness, raincover,  
elevators, car seat adaptors.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The Peach in detail





Name: Sammy Jeftcoate 
Occupation: Lifestyle Blogger
iCandy Style: Chrome Dove Grey

Innovation arrives in many forms, it can 
symbolise the innovation of design such as the 
iCandy pushchair, or it can arrive in the form of 
an individual, someone who is innovative in 
their thinking and appearance. Sammy Jeft-
coate is an extremely popular fashion influenc-
er on Instagram. Sammy demonstrates clear 
innovation with her unique body art, and 
fashion taste. Representing the more experi-
mental parents out there, Sammy is also the 
owner of a fashion label, underlining her status 
as someone with innovative thinking. The 
iCandy Peach is the perfect complement to 
Sammy and her family, it doesn’t look out of 
place within her busy and unique lifestyle . 

PEACH PARENT PROFILEPEACH PARENT PROFILE

Name: Sammi Jeftcoate 

Occupation: Lifestyle Blogger    

iCandy Style: Chrome Dove Grey

Innovation arrives in many forms, it can 
symbolise the innovation of design such  
as the iCandy Peach pushchair, or it 
can arrive in the form of an individual, 
someone who is innovative in their 
thinking and appearance. Sammi Jeftcoate 
is an extremely popular video blogger  
on Instagram and YouTube. 

Sammi demonstrates innovation with  
her unique body art, and modern  
fashion taste. Representing the more 
experimental parents out there,  
Sammi is also the owner of a fashion  
label, emphasising her status as  
someone with innovative ideas. 

The iCandy Peach is the perfect 
complement to Sammi and her family,  
it mirrors her personal beliefs and unique 
lifestyle. Sammi relies on the Peach day 
to day in order to manage her workload 
and make parenting that little bit easier, 
whether this be through the elevators so 
that she doesn’t require a highchair, or the 
handy storage pockets on the back of the 
seat unit for valuable items. Innovation is 
a fundamental reason for the continued 
success of the iCandy Peach, with over 60 
modifications this time around, iCandy 
refuse to stand still and are constantly 
committed to ongoing development  
and refinement.



The world famous iCandy Peach is a multi-functional single to double pushchair. 
Not only a style icon complemented with incredible functionality, it can also 
carry two children on the one frame within a single pushchair footprint with the 
use of iCandy’s innovative converter adaptors. 

This eliminates the potential expense of purchasing an additional pushchair 
should a second baby follow in relatively quick succession. The majority of first 
time parents purchase the Peach as a single stroller, with the added peace of 
mind that it can scale into a double pushchair*. 

Upgrading to a double pushchair  
couldn’t be any easier. Parents simply  
need to purchase a conversion kit,  
along with additional fabrics, and in 
seconds the Peach will transform into 
a double pushchair. 

The Conversion Kit (1)
The ingenious converter adaptors can be 
applied to the frame of the pushchair in just 
a few clicks. The adaptors attach to the frame 
of the pushchair and allow the use of either 
two carrycots, two seats, two car seats, or 
a combination of either a carrycot and car 
seat to fit onto the existing pushchair frame, 
consequently transforming the single Peach 
into a double pushchair. 

Second Seat or Carrycot Fabric (2)
In order to upgrade the Peach stroller, 
parents will only need to purchase a second 
seat or carrycot fabrics. Parents will receive 
the seat/carrycot frame, along with the 
fabrics required to create the second seat 
or carrycot. Please note you will need to 
purchase the iCandy conversion kit  
separately when upgrading your iCandy 
Peach into a double pushchair. The same 
principles apply when purchasing the  
secondary carrycot fabrics. 

Elevators (3)
The iCandy elevators are included  
in the main package of the single  
Peach pushchair. 
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For children of different ages
DOUBLE MODE





The new iCandy Peach includes a new configuration called ‘Interactive mode’. 
This provides parents with the opportunity to maintain all important eye contact 
with both of their children when using the iCandy Peach in double mode. 

Unlike traditional tandems, parents will no longer have to choose which baby has 
to sit in the lower position with a restricted view, thus meaning both babies can 
experience full world and parent facing options. Plus by retaining the single 
footprint but in double mode, interactive seating still allows easy access to 
public transportation and retains the same benefits of a nimble single pushchair.

Parents expecting twins will purchase the iCandy Peach as a twin pushchair. 
The twin package will include everything required for the use of two carrycots, 
two seat units and two car seats on the same pushchair frame. What’s more, 
two large single carrycots can now be used on the one pushchair frame, 
consequently providing ample room for growing babies.
 
Despite carrying twins, the Peach single footprint is not compromised in any 
way, meaning parents still have easy access to public transportation, and full 
manoeuvrability around crowded high streets.

No restricted views For children of the same age
INTERACTIVE SEATING TWIN MODE



PEACH PARENT PROFILE

Name: Graham Boyle 

Occupation: Head of Buying 

iCandy Style: Phantom Beluga  

Graham is iCandy’s Head of 
Buying, he has been at the 
brand for over 7 years, and  
is responsible for sourcing  
all the materials used by iCandy. 

Graham is a meticulous 
individual in his personal life, 
he also has a strong interest 
in fashion, and is extremely 
demanding in wanting the  
very best for his growing  
family of twins. 

Graham needs effective 
transportation for his twins,  
the Peach is the perfect 
complement to his busy family 
life, it slots into his lifestyle with 
its high quality functionality and 
head-turning class. Graham 
brings the same personality  
and demand for quality into  
his working life as the Head 
Buyer for iCandy. 

Under his intense scrutiny 
iCandy refuse to compromise  
on sourcing the very best 
materials for their pushchairs, 
and they refuse to accept  
any limitations in the pursuit  
of perfection. 



WHICH MODE ARE
YOU IN TODAY?

THE ICON. RE-IMAGINED.





Car Seat Adaptors Turn your pushchair into the 
ultimate travel system. Go straight from car to pushchair 
without disturbing your child. Car seat adaptors allow 
you to add an infant carrier car seat to the frame of your 
pushchair. The iCandy Peach is compatible with a range 
of car seats, a full compatibility list can be seen online. 
The main car seat adaptors are included in the iCandy 
Peach package.  

Second Seat / Carrycot Fabric Parents can upgrade 
their Peach stroller into a double pushchair with the 
addition of second seat fabrics in matching colourway. 

In the package, parents will receive the  
seat/carrycot frame, along with the  
fabrics required to create the second  
seat. Please note you will need to  
purchase the iCandy conversion kit  
separately when upgrading your  
iCandy Peach into a double pushchair. 

Reversible Fabric suitable  
for Summer or Winter

Duo Pod To help parents not have to buy a plethora of stroller accessories, the 
iCandy footmuff and seat liner have evolved and are now combined to create 
the innovative ‘Duo Pod’. The seat liner is fully reversible, boasting a soft touch 
fleece on one side and a cooler textured fabric suitable for summer on the 
other. During the colder months, a front section can be attached to the seat 
liner to create the iCandy universal footmuff. 

Converter Adaptors / Converter Kit (for conversion to double/twin) The iCandy 
Peach is a single to double pushchair, this means that parents have the option 
to upgrade their single Peach pushchair into a double stroller. The innovative 
converter adaptors can be applied to the frame of the pushchair in just a 
couple of clicks. The adaptors allow for either two carrycots, two seats, or a 
combination of both a carrycot and seat unit to fit onto the existing pushchair 
frame, consequently transforming the single Peach into a double pushchair. 

Seat unit frame not included with fabrics  

Basket Bag iCandy have created an ingenious  
carry bag which slots seamlessly into the basket,  
this allows parents to always have a useful storage 
bag to hand, one which can carry up to 10kg.  
The basket bag is easily removable and can also  
be used as a satchel, perfect for days out and  
family shopping.

Main Car Seat Adaptors

Lower Car Seat Adaptors

For your Peach pushchair
ACCESSORIES



The Screen The iCandy Screen features a maximum rated 
SPF 50+ fabric, which effectively blocks up to 99% of 
harmful UV rays, covering the child’s head, neck, shoulders 
and legs. Anti glare, insect repellant and surrounding  
fabrics offer UPF50+ The iCandy Screen can be used  
on the majority of pushchair brands.

Cupholder & Clamp Attaches to the  
chassis to hold cold drinks.  
Clamp (sold seperately / product specific)  
is required for attaching either  
a cupholder or parasol.

The iCandy recipe for innovation - British craftsmanship and no limits. One of 
the key differences with an iCandy product is the use of aeronautical technology. 

The standard of engineering and luxurious level of material rival that of a  
plane, not a pushchair. The results are seen and felt in effortless performance.

iCandy Changing Bag Collection

MiPeach
Perfect for children who want  
to join in the fun of parenting  
with their very own iCandy  
pushchair. The MiPeach allows  
boys and girls to play in style with  
their own mini Peach pushchair!

Every MiPeach also  
includes an accessory  
pack including; carrycot 
apron, blanket and bag  
for both Bubblegum  
and Royal colourways.

This stunning collection finds elegance  
and freshness in classic British design.  
With unique looks, there is a style to  
suit each and every individual. Making  
the beautiful practical and the practical 
beautiful is the key to iCandy’s very  
British take on style and design for  
The Bag Collection.

For your iCandy pushchair
ACCESSORIES

Sun Parasol With a unique extended  
octagonal shape, the new iCandy  
parasol means your child always sits 
safely in the shade. We always  
recommend the use of a suitable sun 
screen when exposed to the sun. 





Whats in the box

Weights & 
Dimensions

BOX 1 Chassis, seat/carrycot frame, seat fabric x 1, carrycot fabric x 1, canopy x 1, elevator 
adaptors, bumper bar x 1, shopping basket, harness, raincover and main car seat adaptors

BOX 2 Additional frame, canopy, raincover and double adaptors  
(known as Peach converter base)

BOX 3 Second seat fabric and bumper bar

BOX 4 Second carrycot fabric and bumper bar

BOX 5 Lower position car seat adaptors

Single Mode Double Mode Twin Mode

Lay Flat Single Mode Double Mode

Maxi-Cosi Cabrio Fix

Maxi-Cosi Pebble

Maxi-Cosi Pebble Plus

BeSafe iZiGo

BeSafe iZiGo Modular

Kiddy Evo Lunafix

Kiddy Evolution Pro 2

Cybex Aton Q

Cybex Cloud Q

Joie iGemm

Nuna Pipa

Single Only

Single Only

Handle Heights (cm)
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Buying a pushchair for a child is a special moment. The below guides are 
designed to help you clearly and quickly see features, sizes and whats in the 
box of the Peach pushchair.

Weights (kg)

12.48 9.1 7.38 3.4
Complete Frame Lightest Seat Unit

Folded (No Wheels)

70 61 29
L W D

All around suspension
Front swivel wheels
Quick release rear wheels
Large shopping basket holds 10kg
Storage pocket on seat unit
PU tyres (puncture proof)
Leatherette adjustable handle
Seat unit removable with one hand
Reclining parent and world-facing seat unit
Interactive mode in double
Carrycot suitable for permanent overnight sleeping
Carrycot removable with one hand
Universal parasol available
Swivel leatherette bumper bar
Freestanding chassis when folded
One handed recline
Unique carry strap 
4 Point harness position
Converts from single to double pushchair

Helping make decisions
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS



Our promise to you
Buying a pushchair for your baby is a special moment! iCandy never 
accept barriers or limitations, and are never satisfied until what we believe 
feels right. This is why we probe, push, pull, bite and crash our way through 
up to nine sets of international standards. Our passion, sweat and tears go 
in to our every creation, until we’re certain it enhances each life it touches 
which is why we have launched our lifetime warranty across our entire 
range of pushchairs. Our promise to you means you can concentrate on 
enjoying those special moments with your child.

What is covered under your lifetime* warranty 
•  All manufacturing faults on the chassis, seat unit framework and wheels 
•  All manufacturing faults on adaptors (seat frame adaptors, carrycot adaptors,  
    car seat adaptors and converter brackets)

•  Zippers and touch fasteners (manufacturing fault only)

•  All harness straps (manufacturing fault only)

•  All fabric seams (manufacturing fault only)

•  Colour fastness of all fabrics (manufacturing fault only)

If you feel that there is a problem with your iCandy product(s) then  
please contact your original approved iCandy retailer.  

You are also entitled to upgrade your standard warranty to a lifetime*  
warranty as per the terms and conditions available via the website below.  
To activate your lifetime* warranty register your iCandy product(s) with us 
within 3 months of date of purchase. This applies to all iCandy products 
(that contain a serial/batch number) purchased from 1st April 2014.

For more information about the Lifetime* warranty visit 
www.icandyworld.com/uk/en/support/warranty 

Additional Information
*Lifetime refers to 48 months based on average intended use for single child.  
The Lifetime Warranty is applicable to all iCandy purchases made from 1st April 2014. 
Your product warranty is currently only valid in the country of purchase. Excludes  
John Lewis purchases.

Our aim is to provide you with a personal, friendly and professional 
customer service experience from our fully trained iCandy team. To ensure 
we consistently achieve this aim we have a multi-layered support network, 
which includes our extensive dealer network. You can also contact us on 
live chat via the iCandy website or through iCandy World facebook.

Alternatively you can contact our customer services team via telephone 
+44(0)1767 604400, email customerservices@icandyuk.com or via live chat 
on our website www.icandyworld.com.



At the time of print all product descriptions are accurate. All measurements are approximate. Colour reproduction 
is as accurate as the printing process allows. Designs illustrated in the brochure are protected by copyright.  The 
reproduction of these designs in any form without the written consent of the copyright holder is prohibited. No 
part of this brochure may be reproduced without the permission of the publisher. Whilst we believe the information 
contained within our product specifications to be correct and reliable, we are not responsible for its accuracy and we 
shall not be liable for its interpretation and its use. We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to change, modify, add, 
or delete product specifications at any time without further notice. © iCandy World Limited 2018.
iCandy World Ltd, Montgomery Way, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, SG18 8UB, England
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